What Program to Take:
If you've never taken the Tennessee Master Nursery Producer (TMNP) program before (or have only taken the live class when it was offered in 2012), enroll in the TMNP program.

If you've graduated from the online TMNP program and need a current certificate for TAEP eligibility, please enroll in the Advanced TMNP (ATMNP) program.

Always take the online TMNP before taking the ATMNP. The ATMNP curriculum builds on concepts taught in the TMNP.

If you are unsure what program to take, please contact producer.diversification@tn.gov for assistance, as the TDA determines TAEP eligibility.

What You Need:
- Your account information, if you’ve registered for a program in K@TE before (for ex., PSEP or TMNP). **Use the same email address and log in for all programs in K@TE!**
- Your nursery license number.

How to Enroll:
There are screenshots below with step-by-step instructions to make enrolling in the program and registering K@TE easy!

1. [Click Here](http://kate.tennessee.edu) to visit the K@TE website. Scroll and select either the TMNP or the ATMNP.
2. Select Add to Cart
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3. Select Proceed to Checkout
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4. If you already have a K@TE account, DO NOT fill out and instead scroll to “Log In” here. If you don’t already have an account, fill in your payment information.
If you have difficulty enrolling please contact extensiononline@utk.edu or afulcher@utk.edu for assistance.